Introduction
The continuous-time Markov process on the countable state space S = {(l; j): l ¿ 0; 1 6 j 6 m} with block tridiagonal inÿnitesimal generator A basic assumption in the most of papers devoted to quasi-birth and death (QBD) processes is that the homogeneous continuous-time QBD MC at hand is irreducible and positive recurrent. The concept of a positive recurrent MC is treated as synonymum for existence of a steady-state probability distribution denoted by symbol . Being a stationary distribution satisÿes
Let be partitioned by levels into subvectors sub(l) = (( ) (l−1)m+1 ; : : : ; ( ) lm ), i.e.
T sub(l) ∈ R m , l = 1; 2; : : : :
In terms of functional analysis the concept of a positive recurrent MC can be interpreted as an MC whose transition operator T produces the averages {C N (T )x} deÿned by formula
with the property that {C N (T )x} is convergent if and only if the sequence {C N (T )x} is weakly sequentially compact and {(1=N )T k x} tends to zero-vector [3, VIII.5, Theorem 1, p. 661]. In the above formula symbol E denotes a suitable Banach space in which the transition map T operates.
The paper contains besides the introductory section and the section collecting the deÿnitions and auxiliary results. Section 3 is devoted to a general theory of Markov chains in inÿnite-dimensional Banach spaces in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we describe some topics typical for stochastic modeling. Most of the results in stochastic modeling known in the literature are derived via probabilistic methods of investigation. In this contribution, we want to show that an analytic approach may be a reliable alternative. In particular, we show how to make some considerations which seem complicated from the point of view of stochastic modeling clear just by utilizing some basic principles and concepts of functional analysis. In order to derive our results we apply some recent results in multi-level computations in Section 4. A quite natural appears the method of aggregation/disaggregation. The paper concludes with some remarks having computational aspects.
Deÿnitions and notation
Let E be a Banach space over the ÿeld of real numbers. Let E denote the dual space of E. Let F; F be the corresponding complex extensions of E; E , respectively, and let B(E) and B(F) be the spaces of all bounded linear operators mapping E into E and F into F, respectively.
Let K ⊂ E be a closed normal and generating cone, i.e. let
where K denotes the norm-closure of K,
Property (vi) is called normality of K.
We let
(vii) For every pair x; y ∈ K there exist x ∧ y= inf{x; y} and x ∨ y = sup{x; y} as elements of K. A cone K satisfying condition (vii) is called a lattice cone and the partial order on E a lattice order. In the terminology of Schaefer [10] E is called a Banach lattice. Let
We call K the dual cone of K and K d the dual interior of K, respectively. We let
It is well known [4] that assuming K to satisfy (i) -(vi) then the dual cone K is normal and generates the dual space E .
In the following analysis, we assume that the dual interior K d is nonempty. A linear formx ∈ K is called strictly positive, ifx (x) ¿ 0 for all x ∈ K; x = 0. We write [x; x ] in place of x (x), where x ∈ E and x ∈ E , respectively. If E happens to be a Hilbert space then [x; x ] denotes the appropriate inner product.
If T ∈ B(E) then T denotes its dual and hence, T ∈ B(E ).
Deÿnition 2.1 (Dunford and Schwartz [3, p. 580])
. Let F be a Banach space over the ÿeld of complex numbers. T ∈ B(F). The set of all complex such that in inverse does not belong to B(F) is called spectrum of T . In more detail, the part of spectrum (T ) consisting of 's for which I − T is not one-to-one, is called point spectrum and is denoted by p (T ). Those 's for which I − T is one-to-one and ( I − T )F is dense but ( I − T )F = F, form the continuous spectrum c (T ). The set of all 's for which I − T is one-to-one, but such that ( I − T )F is not dense in F is called residual spectrum and is denoted by r (T ).
Further, let T ∈ B(E). We introduce the operatorT by settingT z = Tx + iTy, where z = x + iy; x; y ∈ E and call it complex extension of T .
By deÿnition, we let (T ) := (T ). Similarly, we let r(T ) := r(T ), where r(T ) = max{| | : ∈ (T )} denotes the spectral radius ofT . It is well known that [11, p. 249 ]
As local spectral radius, we call the quantity deÿned as
In order to simplify notation, we will identify T and its complex extension and will thus omit the tilde sign denoting the complex extension. Deÿnition 2.2. Let E be a Banach space generated by a closed normal cone E + . Let T ∈ B(E) be an operator such that T E + ⊂ E + . Let e ∈ E + be a strictly positive linear form in the dual cone.
We say that T is a transition operator of Markov type, or, equivalently, a transition operator of a Markov chain (MC), if the following relations
hold for all x ∈ E + . Deÿnition 2.3. A transition operator T ∈ B(E) of an MC is said to be irreducible if for every pair x ∈ E + ; x = 0; x ∈ E + ; x = 0, there exists a positive integer
Remark 2.4. The deÿnition of irreduciblity just introduced is known to be equivalent with most of deÿnitions of irreducibility [8] . For the purposes of this paper, Deÿnition 2.3 is more suitable than the standard deÿnition using the graph concepts applied in [5,2,1].
Existence results

Stationary probability distribution
In order to abbreviate our formulations, we introduce the following deÿnition. Proof. According to [3, Theorem 1, VIII.5, p. 661], for every x ∈ E 0 ∩ E + ; x = 0, there is a vector and a positive real number (x) such that
We see that
and this implies (x) = 0. Obviously, since (T ) k e = e; k = 1; 2; : : : ; we deduce that T = and also ∈ E Theorem 3.3. Assume the space E be generated by a cone E + having its dual cone with a nonempty interior Int(E + ). Let T ∈ B(E), the transition operator of an MC, be irreducible. Assume
Then there exists at most one stationary distribution.
Proof. Let T y = y ; y ∈ E + ; y = 0, and T = ; [ ; e] = 1; ∈ E imply that all the limits obtained by process (3.1) belong to the range of the Perron projection P Px = [x; e] ;
mapping the space E onto PE-the eigenspace of T corresponding to eigenvalue 1.
LG-distribution
Deÿnition 3.6. Assume e ∈ Int(E + ) and S ∈ B(E). Operator S satisfying SE + ⊂ E + and
is called substochastic.
Lemma 3.7. Let S ∈ B(E) be substochastic. Then
If value 1 ∈ p (S) ∪ p (C ), then 1 ∈ c (S) and the inverse (I − S) −1 exists on a dense set in E.
Proof. It should be noted that according to the basic theorem of positive operators [9] , the spectral radius is always in the spectrum of the operator investigated. Since the ÿrst part of Lemma 3.7 is trivial, let us assume value 1 ∈ (S), leaving the case 1 ¿ r(S) aside as being trivial as well. Now, there are two possibilities. First, 1 ∈ r (T ) and, second, 1 ∈ c (S). The ÿrst possibility is excluded by observing that the 1 ∈ p (S ) [3, p. 580], a contradiction. In the remaining case 1 ∈ c (S) and the conclusions follow from the deÿnition of continuous spectrum.
Lemma 3.8. Assume S ∈ B(E) is a substochastic operator such that 1 ∈ p (S) ∪ p (S ).
Then the series ∞ k=0 S k x is convergent and
whenever x ∈ E + ; x = y − Sy, is such that its local spectral radius r(S; x) ¡ 1.
Proof. Convergence of the series considered follows by deÿnition of the local spectral radius. Hence, only validity of (3.5) is to be shown. Convergence of
It follows
and thus (3.3).
Remark 3.9. It is worth noting that assuming all the vectors in D to have their local spectral radii smaller than 1, then
where D = {y ∈ E : y = z − Sz for some z ∈ E} is the domain of the (generally unbounded) inverse (I − S) −1 . In other words, the inverse (I − S) −1 leaves the cone E + invariant.
Theorem 3.10. Let E = l 1 . Assume T ∈ B(E) is the transition operator of an MC satisfying the MCAC. Assume further that its inÿnitesimal generator Q is given in (1.1).
Then there exists an m × m matrix R such that
Moreover, matrix R is zero convergent, i.e. its spectral radius r(R) ¡ 1: (3.5)
Proof. After setting 
we check easily that ( sub(k+1) ; sub(k+2) ; : : :)(I − S Q ) = ( sub(0) ; sub(1) ; : : : ; sub(k) )L:
Now, for any admissible x, we can write where the symbols N 1k denote the corresponding blocks in (I − S Q ) −1 . The desired R is obtained by putting
Irrespectively of value chosen for k, the operator S Q is the same independent of the level index k and hence, the formulas just obtained are valid with the same R for any level, i.e.
sub(k+1) = sub(k) R; k = 1; 2; : : : : The validity of (3.5) is a direct consequence of the fact that The proof is thus complete.
Iterative aggregation/disaggregation. Computational aspects
In this section, we are going to show that the problem of ÿnding the necessary and su cient conditions guaranteeing the Markov chain whose transition operators is given in (1.1), whereÃ; A 1 ; A 2 are m×m matrices, possess an LG stationary distribution can be reduced to the problem of ÿnding the necessary and su cient conditions of a Markov chain whose transition operator is given by a matrix whose elements are real numbers. A solution to the problem of ÿnding the necessary conditions for the Markov chain of the form (1.1) is given in [2] by using the classical Gauss elimination method.
As we shall see the result of [2] when applied to a particular case of Markov chain with transition operator being an inÿnite matrix as in (1.1), where the matricesÃ; A 1 ; A 2 are just real numbers o ers a key to solving the original problem by our technique-aggregation/disaggregation. We ÿrst reduce the original transition operator with matrices m × m;Ã; A 1 ; A 2 to an inÿnite transition matrix with reals as elements, and then utilize the necessary and su cient conditions obtained for this particular case form [2] . In this way, we obtain the necessary and su cient conditions for the original problem. It is easy to see that any type of necessary and su cient conditions for the particular Markov chains just mentioned can be used to get analogous necessary and su cient conditions for the general Markov chains using our technique of reduction aggregation/disaggregation.
First, we formulate the problem.
Problem
LG. Let E = l 1 be the Banach space of (inÿnite) sequences of reals possessing absolutely convergent series with the norm x = ∞ j=0 |(x) j | ¡ + ∞. As well known, the corresponding dual space is the l ∞ -space consisting of uniformly bounded sequences of reals with the norm x l ∞ = sup{|(x)| j : j = 0; 1; : : :}, where (x) k denotes the kth component of x.
Let us consider a Markov chain whose inÿnitesimal generator is given in (1.1) satisfying conditions (1.2) and (1.3).
It is to ÿnd necessary and su cient conditions guaranteeing an existence of a stationary distribution ∈ l 1 such that
and moreover,
where ∈ R 1 + ; ¡ 1 and L is a positive integer.
Our approach of analyzing the existence of stationary distributions with level geometric behavior (LG-distribution) exploits some ideas well known in an approximate method of ÿnding stationary distributions via iterative aggregation/disaggregation (IAD) [11, 6, 7] .
: : be interpreted as l 1 -space in which x = (x sub(0) ; : : : ; x sub(k) ; : : :); x sub(k) ∈ R m ; k = 0; 1; : : : :
Let F be the standard l 1 -space interpreted as the one introduced above with m = 1. We deÿne communication operators between E and F by setting
In accordance with the IAD methods in ÿnite-dimensional spaces the operators U and V (x) are called the reduction and prolongation operator, respectively. In the same spirit we can construct a corresponding aggregated inÿnitesimal generator by setting
where (2) ); : : :} denote the ÿrst subdiagonal and the ÿrst superdiagonal of the tridiagonal matrix UQV (x), respectively. The elements of UQV (x) are just real numbers and hence
: : :
c jj−1 (x) + c jj+1 (x) = 1; j = 1; 2; : : : :
Remark 4.1. It is easy to check that the operator UQV (x) is the inÿnitesimal generator of a Markov chain and is called aggregated inÿnitesimal generator of Q associated with U and V (x). Moreover, similarly as in the ÿnite-dimensional case, the aggregated transition operator UTV (x) is irreducible whenever is the transition operator T = W −1 + W +1 , where x = ((x) 0 ; (x) 1 ; : : :); (x) j ¿ 0; j = 0; 1; : : : :
The following theorem contains the main result of this section. hold, where z * k is the unique stationary distribution of the aggregated operator UTV ( ), being the unique stationary distribution of T .
Then there exists a stationary distribution of T possessing an LG property with L 6 s.
Proof. We see that ÿ sub(k) = sub(k+1) = sub(k) R and these relations imply that ÿ = r(R) = . It follows that U sub(k+1) = z * k+1 = z * k = U sub(k) implying = holds for k ¿ s. The proof is complete.
The next result shows that the IAD procedures might be very e cient in some particular cases. 
Concluding remarks
To ÿnd whether a Markov chain at hand possess an LG-distribution some particular IAD methods have been shown to be useful. For some special cases the computational work can be very substantially reduced in comparison with some other methods. In general, IAD methods can be applied in order to obtain an exact stationary distribution vector as a limit vector of such a procedure. Section 4 shows that the IAD methods are competitive and we want to investigate the question of convergence as well as the speed of convergence of IAD methods applied to problems of type (1.1) in a subsequent paper.
